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What did the prehistoric animal realm look like after the
dinosaurs died out? How did the terror birds catch their
prey? This book explores prehistoric animals with lots of
movable flaps and large, naturalistic spreads with detailed
pictures.
ABOUT THE SERIES

CONTENT

The WWW series stands out for its playful, enticing way of
conveying just the information that kids want to know.
Centered on who-what-how questions, the titles in the
series explore subjects of great interest to young children.
The thousands of questions children ask daily are answered
by means of interactive elements, engaging illustrations,
and age-appropriate texts. Because the lively illustrations
convey so much, the books hold children's interest even
without an adult to read the clear, friendly texts. WWW is
ideally suited for preschool and kindergarten ages, for
children 4 to 7 years old.

What did the prehistoric animal realm look like after the
dinosaurs died out? How did animals continue to develop
after that? This book takes children on a journey into
prehistoric times. In additional to the familiar mammoth
and saber-toothed cat, lesser-known creatures such as
gigantic sloths, the land-bound terror birds, prehistoric
whales and giant sharks are introduced.
Children will learn how mammals managed to gradually
assert themselves as the new masters of our planet:
although their first ancestors were as tiny as shrews, over
the course of millions of years they produced enormous
creatures that were increasingly successful in their
adaptations. The subjects of whether Yeti, King Kong and
Nessie actually existed and which animals still alive
resemble their prehistoric ancestors are also pursued.
THE ILLUSTRATOR
Anne Ebert, born in 1963, knew as a child she wanted to
become an artist. She studied graphic design in Münster
and focuses her work on nature illustrations. Anne Ebert has
illustrated numerous books for Ravensburger.
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